BUILT BY CISOS FOR CISOS
As a security professional, it’s challenging enough to keep

ConnectWise Identify allows you to remotely assess your

your organization secure. Keeping an eye on your third-party

entire vendor base as many times as needed. You can send

vendors can make the task even more overwhelming. Every

the assessment to each of your vendors and can monitor and

day, companies rely on outside products and services to

track their progress towards completion of the assessment.

support their customers. Add on cloud migration and SaaS-

The report lays the foundation for a security-based

based applications, and everyone is on edge about security

conversation complete with remediation recommendations.

and the associated risks. Third party security compliance may

The Analytics Security dashboard gives you visibility into all

be simply out of your hands. At ConnectWise we understand

your vendors and their risks from a single application. The

these concerns and have built a risk assessment platform,

dashboard tracks all the assessments and provides a historical

ConnectWise Identify, that provides companies with the tools,

view reflecting how your vendors are maturing their security

questions, and remediation strategies to manage their risks.

posture. There are several out of the box reports which allow

The assessment allows you to re-frame the security

you to compare how your vendors measure up to other

conversation with your vendors to simply and methodically

vendors in the same industry, size and geography.

point out high risk practices that need remediation.
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BUILT BY CISOS FOR CISOS
What Makes Our Product Special?

multiple times a year based on organizational needs and isn’t

Our remote assessment tools are specially built by CISO’s

restricted to a traditional assessment schedule and cost.

for CISO’s. Some of the most influential and well respected

Save time, money and gain a clear vision of your security

CISO’s in the industry contribute to all aspects of our solution.

posture today!

Our remote assessment tools were designed to help security
professionals assess corporate locations, remote or franchise

ABOUT US

locations, along with their 3rd party vendors all from a single

ConnectWise is a software company that connects technology

application dashboard. These assessments can be deployed

teams to the solutions, services and people that allow them

anytime, and we will provide comprehensive technical

to thrive. Organizations are faced with increased cyber

support and assist your staff or remote locations with

security threats, regulation, compliance and complexity

answers to questions they may have regarding the

which has created a need in the market for a super easy to

assessment or results.

use platform that provides quick and precise insight into

ConnectWise’s Saas based, low cost, interactive, non-

security vulnerability-gaps, shortfalls and non-compliance.

intrusive solutions do not require additional labor, hardware,

ConnectWise Identify advanced reporting provides a risk

appliances or devices that could impact the network. It’s

overview and a comprehensive remediation strategy to

easy to use interface generates reports that compare to what

reduce your risks and improve your overall security posture.

you would receive from a traditional consulting firm but at

ConnectWise’s assessment tools give our clients a clear picture

a fraction of the costs, within minutes of being launched.

of their current security position within minutes.

Additionally, a ConnectWise Identify assessment can be run

Request a Custom Quote at ConnectWise.com/GetIdentify

Product Features
Cover the Five Tenants of the
NIST Cybersecurity Framework

Heat Map of Risk Priority

Portal for Customers to
View Assessment Report

Recommendations to
Address Each Risk

Download Risk Assessment
Report in Minutes

Peer Comparison by Vertical,
Geography, or Size
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